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Introduction
An integral part of the contemporary high-power laser system for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) research is a
flexible pulse-shaping system that is able to produce a laser pulse temporal profile specified in advance and
controlled to a high degree of accuracy. Temporally shaped optical pukes can be produced by applying shaped
electrical waveforms to an integrated-optics (IO) modulator [1,2]. These shaped electrical waveforms are sent to the
optical modulator synchronized with the passage through the modulator of a flat-top optical pulse from a single-
frquency laser, The optical pulse exiting the modulator is then shaped in aecordrum with the voltagedependent
transfer function of the modulator. A pulse-shaping system has been in operation on OMEGA for several years [3].
Reeently the performance of this pulse-shaping system was significantly improved by replacing the flash-lamp
pumped single-fiquency laser with a diode-pumpe& computer-controlled master oscillator [4]. Currently the puke-
shaping system uses an electrical-waveform generator based on the reflection of an electical square pulse from a
variable-impedance microstrip line. The electrical square pulse is generated by using a charge line with Si
photoeonductive switches activated by a single pulse from a laser system. The laser system includes a mode-locked
cw timing laser, regenerative amplifier, SBS pulse compressor, and laser amplifiers. The complexity of this laser
system motivated us to develop a simplified pulse-shaping system that meets all the pulse-shaping requirements for
the OMEGA laser. ‘Ilk system includes a highly stable diode-pumped single-frequency master oscillator, a diode-
pumped preamplifier, apertureattpled striplines (ACSL), and commercially available electrical square-pulse
generators, which make it a completely solid-state computer-ccmtrolled system.

All-solid-state pulse shaper
The block diagram of the new OMEGA optical pulse shaper is shown in Fig. 1. The diode-pumped single-frequency
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Fig.1.All-solid-statepulse shaper for UKOMEGAlaser system. A single-frequencysliced and amplified puke from the
master oscillator is shaped with a moduIatordriven by the aperture-coupledstripliie e!ectricatwaveform generator

and gatcdwith a modulatordriven by a aquate-pulsegenerator.
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‘i’master oscillator [41 t.)roduces highly stable, 150-ns, Q-switched laser pulses at 3(X)-HZrepetition rate. A-high
repetition rate allow; ‘us to use a-figh-bandwidth sampling oscilloscope for the pulse-shape measuremen~ which
provides a higher temporal resolution than a single-shot digital oscilloscope. The flat-top portion of the master
oscillator’s 150-ns output pulse is used for pulse shaping. A high-rep-rate slicer produces a 20-ns flat-top pulse from
the 150-ns pulse, which eliminates unused energy from the pulse to avoid generating stimulated Brillouin scattering
in our single-mode fiber. The diode-pumped preamplifier boosts the flat-top pulse energy ten times to meet OMEGA
pulse-shaping energy requirements (200 nJ per channel). The amplified pulse is launched into a single-mode,
polarization-maintaining (PM) fi~r, split into four fiber channels, and sent to the IO pulse-shaping modulators.
Each pulse-shaping chamtel consists of two modulato~ one shapes the optical pulse, and the other gates the shaped
pulse, improving the overall bandwidth and contrast of the pulse. The output shaped optical pulse is sent via single-
mode PM fiber to a regenerative amplifier and then to the OMEGA laser system for amplification and frequency
conversion,

ACSL-based electrical waveform generator
The optical pulse exiting the modulator is shaped in accordance with the voltagedependent transfer function of the
modulator. Hence, the electrical-waveform generator is an important component in any optical-pulse-shaping system
incorporating optical modulators.

A square electrical waveform from a commercially available puke generator is sent to the ACSL [5]. The ACSL
generates a shaped electrical waveform that is sent directly to the 10 modulator for pulse shaping @lg. 1). Art ACSL
is a four-port device consisting of two 50-Q striplines separated by a ground plane with an aperture to provide
dmtional coupling as shown in Fig, 2. A square pulse propagating along one of the two 50-Q striplines is coupled
to the other stripline in the backward direction. Knowing the electrical coupling coefficient as a function of the
aperture Widm the ACSL model determines the exact aperture shape to be machined to generate the required
electrical waveform.
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Fig. 2. Cross-sectional view of an ACSL in the
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Pulse shaper performance
The temporal profile of the shaped pulse, when amplified and frequency tripled by the OMEGA laser system, must
compensate for the temporal distortions caused by gain saturation in the amplifiers and by the frequency-tripling
process, and will produce the desired pulse shape on target. Figure 3 shows the IO modulator output pulse shape
required to pruducc a reversed ramp W pulse on target. Good agreement is seen between the measured pulse shape
and the de.s@nshape.
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Fig. 3. The OMEGA puke shaper is able to produce
proisely the tailonxf opticat waveforms (rcvcsxed
ramp pulse shape is shown).
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conclusion
We have developed art all-solid-state, compact, computer-controll~ flexible optical pulse shaper for the OMEGA
laser facilitv. This DUISCshauer moduce.s high bandwidth, temporally shaped Iascr pulses that meet”OMEGA
reqtsiremeni. The tiesign is “a s;~ificant si~plification over ;xisting tcx+nology tith improved performance
capabilities.
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